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The magnetic field 
lines around Earth are 
similar to a bar 
magnet inside the 
planet. The “closed” 
(both foot-points on 
Earth) field lines on 
the left are able to trap 
charged particles on 
them for long periods 
of time.  The Van Allen 
radiation belts are 
such a trapped 
population
(Williams et al. 1999).



Relative sizes of the 
magnetospheres of 
the Solar System 
(Williams et al. 

1998)



Why are particles trapped?
• Particle motion in a dipolar magnetic field (such as in the 

previous slid) can be understood by F=ma where forces are 
electromagnetic so that the equation is, 
– F=q (E + v × B) where E and B are the electric and magnetic 

fields that are generated by the planet and v and q are the 
velocity and charge of the particle these fields act upon

• On a closed dipole field line (the solution of the equation dl x 
B =0), the strength of the magnetic field increases toward the 
planet (the location of the bar magnet)

• It is easy to show from the above equation that particles 
attempting to access the stronger field along magnetic field 
lines are turned around and reflected back (e.g. Walt 1994)

• This leads to a “magnetic bottle” effect that traps charged 
particles on closed magnetic field lines

• We will be looking at such trapped particles and how they 
interact with satellites in this presentation



Sketch of particle trapping  in a magnetosphere and the 
precipitation of particles onto Europa (Johnson et al. 2004)



More detailed pictures of magnetospheres.

These are some views of the magnetosphere 
that are available publicly on the internet 
(so not specifically attributed here).

These show the magnetic fields, currents, 
trapped plasma, and other structural 
boundaries of magnetospheres….



Effect of the solar 
wind on a 

planetary dipole 
(top)



Some of the 
current systems 
present 
throughout the 
structure
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There are clues about the interactions of 
satellites and magnetospheres in various 

kinds of data.

These are some of the effects of satellites on 
the magnetosphere….



Footprints of the satellites appear in the planetary auroral region of Jupiter.  
There has been a lot of work on understanding how the satellites generate 
these distant signatures.  Some of the polar emission is caused by processes of 
“spinning up” the Iogenic plasma.  This is an image from the HST imaging 
spectrograph of Jupiter’s polar region in the UV that appears in Paranicas et 
al. (2005)



To explain the presence of these satellite footprints in the aurora, investigators have 
studied the satellite/magnetosphere interaction region.  The main point is to know what 
electric potential changes or electric currents are generated by the interaction.  For 
instance, the figure below from the book chapter by Kivelson et al. (2004) shows an 
Alfven wing current system set up by the plasma flow (from the left) and the body.







Next we discuss some other impacts of the satellites on the magnetosphere.
These are impacts on the population of energetic

charged particles (not the cold plasma)

In the JPL model of Jupiter’s radiation belts, the particle flux
changes or decreases at the locations of the planetary moons.

For example, at about 6 RJ on the left, the presence of Io
on the flux is modeled (e.g. Paranicas et al. 2010)



These are energetic proton data with MeV energies from 
Cassini/MIMI showing a notch in the trapped flux level at the 

locations of the Saturnian satellites (Krupp et al. 2009)



Averaged MIMI data by distance from Saturn’s 
center in a meridian view showing the notches of 

satellites in the trapped particles (Roussos et al. 2008)



The next slides show some views of an inert satellite 
interacting with the particles trapped in a 
magnetosphere

For cold plasma, flowing like a fluid past an obstacle, 
it is expected that some kind of wake would form 
on the downstream side of the moon

This cold plasma wake would fill in over time

For some particle species/energies, the wake can 
occur upstream of the moon, can fill in slowly, etc.



Multiple wakes of 
Enceladus, from 

Jones et al. (2006)



Satellite wake in a population of energetic charged particles (z axis) 
as itfills in in longitude. The L value describes a radial 
coordinate (Paranicas et al. 1997).



Cassini/MIMI data taken in the Enceladus wakes.  
Flux depletion (moon absorptions) are seen both

in the up- and down-stream plasma regions
(Jones et al. 2006)





The discovery of the Enceladus plume showed that 
the environment of the body is often perturbed 

from the purely inert case (Dougherty et al. 2006)



Some modeling that has been done for the Saturnian 
satellites involves assuming they are inert bodies

For the Jovian satellites, this is often not the case

For instance, the moon Ganymede produces a 
magnetic field of its own



This model of Ganymede’s interaction shows how the 
plasma flow is slowed down by the moon’s presence 

(right).  From Jia et al. (2008)





Sketch from Johnson et al. (2004) showing how charged 
particles impacting a surface can be involved in chemical 

processes



The surface of Ganymede in color ratio illustrating that 
the portion of the surface with magnetic field lines 

connecting to Jovian ones is brighter (Khurana et al. 2007)



Data-derived model of the distribution of energetic 
electron flux impacting Europa’s surface.  The apex 
of the trailing hemisphere receives the highest dose.  

Figure created by C. Monaco, APL.



Galileo NIMS images of Europa’s surface illustrating a 
concentration of hydrated SO2 in a “lens” or “bull’s-

eye” pattern (in Paranicas et al. 2001)



Superimposed calculation of electron input into Europa’s 
surface and NIMS image



Conclusions
• Take away message:

– We are using data and modeling to understand the interactions of 
satellites with magnetospheres

– These influence each other and their influence gives us clues about 
the systems involved

– For example…
– The Io volcanoes add a lot of mass to the magnetosphere; as these 

particles are ionized and accelerated, currents influence the polar 
aurora

– Some surface constituents at Europa may be the product of 
weathering and do not reveal properties of the deep interior

– The polar caps of Ganymede are “brightened” by charged particles
– The Enceladus plumes were foreshadowed by perturbations to the 

magnetic field….
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